Abstract:
Introduction 83 The belief that stable behaviors and reliable memory representations are supported by 6 GelFoam (Pfizer) were used continuously to control bleeding and to dry the base of the 141 craniotomy prior to lens implantation. The GRIN lens (1mm diameter, 4mm length, Inscopix) 142 was slowly lowered stereotaxically to 200 um dorsal to the infusion site of the virus, measured 143 relative to the skull surface. The lens was then fixed in place using a non-bioreactive silicone 144 polymer (Kwik-Sil, World Precision Instruments) to entirely cover the craniotomy, which was 145 then covered with Metabond dental cement (Parkell) to anchor the lens to the skull. The lens was 146 covered with a temporary cap made from Kwik-Cast (World Precision Instruments) until the 147 baseplate was attached.
148
After allowing a week of recovery from the lens implantation surgery, mice were again 149 anesthetized and placed in the stereotaxic holder. The baseplate was magnetically attached to the 150 imaging microscope camera, which was then aligned parallel to the GRIN lens by adjusting until 151 the edge of the lens was entirely in focus in the nVista recording software (Inscopix). The 152 camera with baseplate was then lowered until GCaMP6f-expressing cells were optimally in 153 focus, and then raised by 50 um to allow for shrinkage of the dental cement used to affix the 154 baseplate. The baseplate was then fixed in place to the existing metabond around the GRIN lens 155 with Flow-It ALC Flowable Composite (Pentron), and cured with ultraviolet light. Gaps in the 156 dental cement were filled in with Metabond, the camera was removed, and a cover attached to 7 did not prevent the animals from occasionally running with their head turned towards one side. 165 Rewards were delivered through ports at the maze walls at floor level of the side arms 12 cm 166 from the delay-end of the maze. To dictate turn direction on Study Trials (see below) and to 167 contain the mouse during the delay period, arm barriers were used that were made of transparent 168 plastic. The delay barrier was made of wood. In this manuscript we only consider data from the 169 central stem and return arms. 170 For analysis of the central stem, we chose a region starting ~8 cm in front of the delay 171 barrier and extending 30cm to end ~5 cm before the choice region at the end of the middle maze 172 walls; this region was selected to encompass the region where the mouse was running similarly 173 between study and test task phases and left and right turn directions. Left and right variability in 174 the animals' head position at the end of this region was less than 2.5 times the standard deviation 175 of the animals' left/right variability for the first half of the stem, and was usually 176 indistinguishable by visual observation in behavioral recordings. We divided this 30cm long 177 region into 8 spatial bins each 3.75 cm in length. For the return arms (Supplement), we chose a 178 region of equal length that started after the animals had fully entered the return arms and ended 179 before they reached the reward zone, also 30cm in length and separated into 8 bins each 3.75 cm.
181
Behavior pre-training and recording sequence 182 Mice were trained to run on a Delayed Non-Match to Place (DNMP) task shown in After fully recovering from surgeries, mice were extensively handled for ~15 min/day for 186 5 days. They were simultaneously food restricted to 80% of free feeding body weight, and 187 acclimated to consuming chocolate sprinkles. Over the next two weeks, mice were given time to 188 explore the maze, and were slowly shaped to run in a single direction through the maze and to 189 receive reward, with inserted walls to block paths and guide them. In the last few days of pre-190 training, mice were guided with blocking walls to alternate between the two reward arms and 191 given experience with continuous and delayed alternation.
192
Mice were recorded performing two tasks. In the Delayed Non-Match to Place (DNMP) 193 task (Griffin et al., 2007) , mice alternated between Study and Test trials. On Study trials, mice 194 were placed in the center stem in front of the delay barrier, ran to the choice point, where a 195 removable barrier forced them to take a path down one return arm where they received a reward 196 of one chocolate sprinkle. They then moved to the delay area, waited through a 20-second delay, 197 and the delay barrier was lifted to start the Test trial. On a test trial, mice again ran to the choice 198 point but there was no barrier and mice had to go down the return arm opposite to the preceding 199 study trial in order to receive a reward. They then moved to the delay area, from which they were 200 removed to their home cage to wait through a 15-25 second inter-trial interval while the next 201 Study trial was prepared. Mice completed between 25 and 40 Study-Test trial pairs per session.
202
A second task, termed the Forced-Free task, was used on other days for a different study 203 question not addressed here. On each trial in the Forced-Free task, mice were placed in front of 204 the delay barrier, proceeded to the choice point and were either forced down a particular return 205 arm or were free to choose which arm. On all trials mice received a reward regardless of which 206 arm they entered. After consuming the reward, mice entered the delay area and were 207 immediately returned to their home cage for a 15-25 second inter-trial interval while the next 208 trial was prepared. Mice typically completed 40 trials per session. Forced and free trials were 209 pseudo-randomly interleaved, as was turn direction on forced trials. The full recording sequence was two rounds of the following sequence: one day of 211 Forced-Free, 3 days of DNMP, and one day of Forced-Free. This was followed by a sequence 212 with one day of Forced-Free followed by 5 days of DNMP, followed by one day of Forced-Free.
213
Gaps between Forced-Free-DNMP recording sequences ranged between 0 and 2 days (Full 214 sequence: FF-D-D-D-FF, break, FF-D-D-D-FF, break, FF-D-D-D-D-D-FF). Data from the 215 Forced-Free task are not presented here. 216 We only include data from DNMP recordings where cell registration could be reasonably 217 performed and where the animal's performance was ≥70%. Imaging data were acquired using a commercially available miniaturized head-mounted 221 epifluorescence microscope (Inscopix). Microscopes were attached on awake, restrained mice, 222 and optical focus, LED gain and intensity adjusted for each individual mouse but kept stable 223 across days. Videos were captured at 20 Hz with a resolution of 1440 x 1080 pixels, spatially 224 downsampled 2x to 720 x 540 pixels. Dropped and corrupted frames were replaced with the 225 preceding good frame, and lost frames were excluded from analysis. Mosaic (Inscopix) was used 226 to pre-process recordings for motion correction and cropping (exclude pixels without GCaMP6f 227 activity), and to generate a minimum projection of the final video (image which has the same 228 height and width of each frame and each pixel is the minimum of that pixel for the entire video) 229 to be used during ROI extraction. TENASPIS applies an adaptive thresholding process on a frame-by-frame basis to a band-pass 235 filtered video to identify discrete regions of fluorescent activity (blobs). Blobs are then identified 236 as likely cells based on expected shape and size, and the software aligns these blobs together 237 over successive frames. Dynamics in calcium activity, including event duration, distance traveled 238 over successive frames, and probable spatial origin, are used to identify putative neuron ROIs.
239
Fluorescence of neuron ROIs is refined into events based on the rising phase of calcium activity. and when there was more than one match within that radius, the registered cell with the higher 252 spatial correlation to the base cell was chosen (Supplementary Figure 1c) . Cells from a 253 registered session that were not partnered to the base session were added to the set of unique 254 footprints alongside base session cells so that cells in successively registered sessions could be 255 paired to them in turn. Alignment maps were validated by visual inspection: this included 256 looking at the relative alignment with other cells in the field of view, and orientation of 257 11 putatively mapped cells across sessions. Cells that were not aligned by the automated procedure 258 based on center-to-center distance but that shared orientation and relative alignment to 259 neighboring cells were registered manually (Supplementary Figure 1e , green cell). When (Supplementary Figure 1d) . The TENASPIS algorithm is designed to discriminate between 263 partially overlapping cells, which gives rise to in many pairs of cells that have high ROI each cell which describes whether that cell was or was not, at every imaging frame, exhibiting a 292 calcium event. We calculated event likelihood by pooling data from the set of trials of interest 293 for each cell (e.g., Study trials on the stem), and then, for each spatial bin, dividing the number of 294 frames for which an event was occurring by the number of frames when the mouse was in that 295 bin in that set of trials. This produces an output between 0 (an event never occurred in that 296 spatial bin) and 1 (an event always occurred when the mouse was in that spatial bin).
298
Active Cells 299 For single unit analyses, cells are included on a given day when they exhibited a calcium 300 event on at least 25% of trials or 3 consecutive trials in a single trial type (e.g. Study-Left). In the 301 population analyses, we included all cells were successfully registered to the sessions being Splitter neurons are cells that exhibit a significant bias in their firing activity on the 306 central stem for trials of a particular upcoming turn direction (Left versus Right) or task phase 307 (Study versus Test) (Figure 2) . Thus, each cell is a member of one of four mutually exclusive 308 categories, depending on whether its calcium activity is modulated by either task dimension, 309 both, or neither: turn splitter neuron, task phase splitter neuron, turn*phase splitter neuron, or 310 non-splitter. Note that turn*phase splitter neurons refer to cells splitting both turn direction and 311 task phase.
312
To identify whether each cell's activity was significantly modulated by task variables, we 313 used a permutation test to measure the significance of the difference in event activity likelihood 314 against a shuffled distribution. This was repeated separately to measure activity bias for turn 315 direction or task phase. We first separated epochs when the mouse ran through the central stem 316 according to the given task dimension (i.e. left and right turn trials, or study and test trials), and 317 computed the event likelihood (see above) for these sets of trials. Then took the difference in 318 likelihood scores by subtracting the Right trial event likelihood in each spatial bin from that for 319 Left trials, or Test trial from Study. We then repeated this for all 1000 sets of shuffled trials, 320 which were generated by shuffling the trials between trial types accordingly, to get a shuffled 321 difference distribution. Cells were determined to "split" the dimension of interest if their original 322 event likelihood difference was greater than 95% of the shuffle differences in any spatial bin.
323
In the supplemental data, this procedure was repeated in the same fashion for epochs 324 when the mouse ran down the return arms to measure selectivity for the separate (Right or Left) 325 return arms and for Study and Test task phases while on the return arms. Population vector correlations were computed in a manner similar to that described by 329 Leutgeb et al. (2005) (Figure 3a) . We generated three sets of correlations: 1) within-condition: 330 trials of the same type (e.g. Study-Left vs. Study-Left); 2) Left vs Right, and 3) Study vs. Test.
331
First, trials were grouped for the comparison of interest and then each group was split so that 332 within condition comparisons would have the same number of trials as the other two 333 correlations. For a given half-set of trials, we computed the event likelihood in each spatial bin 334 with the method described above. We then took these spatial bin event likelihoods for the set of 357 We recorded calcium activity in neurons in dorsal area CA1 as mice performed a delayed 358 non-match to place (DNMP) task over several days. In the DNMP task, mice first run a study 359 trial where they are forced to turn into one side arm to receive reward. After a 20-second delay, 360 mice must choose to go down the opposite arm to receive a reward (Figure 1a) . We used this (Figure 1d-e, top) .
Heterogeneous changes in daily distribution of single-cell task-related responses

374
Single cells often modulate their spatial firing activity according to context-dependent 375 task dimensions such as upcoming turn direction or current task phase. Turn direction responses 376 are thought to represent specific spatial trajectories (Frank et al. 2000; Wood et al. 2000; 377 Ferbinteanu and Shapiro 2003), while a task phase-modulated response profile reflects the 378 16 (presumably) different network activity states for encoding during the study phase and retrieval 379 during the test phase (Griffin et al. 2007 ). We assessed whether these task variables were 380 encoded in the calcium activity of neurons in our recordings using a permutation test (see these categories are mutually exclusive. Note that we found many cells which display a turn 386 direction-modulated response on Study trials, indicating that mice could likely see the turn 387 barrier before having reached it.
388
On the center stem, there was no difference in the proportions of turn or phase splitter 389 neurons (18.96±1.22% and 19.19±1.20%, respectively, z=0.016, p=0.987, Wilcoxon signed-rank 390 test), but there were more turn*phase splitter neurons than either group (51.44±1.93%, both 391 z=5.286, p=1.250e-07) (Figure 2b) . We also observed a location bias among different splitting 392 phenotypes of single cells: phase splitter neurons were more likely to have their activity center of 393 mass (event activity pooled across all trial types) closer to the start of the stem than did turn 394 splitter neurons (p=6.719e-30, Mann-Whitney U test) (Figure 2c) . A bias in firing location may 395 indicate that cells tend to fire in proximity to the behaviors they encode: for phase splitters, this 396 could be whether the trial began in the delay area or being placed on the maze by the 397 experimenter, while turn splitters encode an upcoming spatial turn direction.
398
The daily distribution of splitter types was not stable: the percentage of turn*phase 399 splitters significantly declined over the course of the experiment (rho=-0.35774, p=0.027, 400 Spearman rank correlation), though it remained greater than other splitter types. Meanwhile, the 401 percentage of phase splitter neurons was stable (rho=0.084, p=0.616) and the percentage of turn 402 splitter neurons went up (rho=0.347, p=0.033) (Figure 2d) . The percentage of non-splitters 403 displayed a small but statistically significant increase over the course of the experiment 404 (rho=0.331, p=0.043) (Figure 2d) . The proportions of each type of splitter neuron were not 405 correlated with animals' performance on the DNMP task (all rho absolute value <0.217, all 406 p>0.190) (Supplementary Figure 2) . These findings replicate a previous result in a new species 407 (Griffin et al. 2007 ) and extend that work to show that the distribution of task-dimension 408 modulated responses among neurons is unstable over time, even though behavioral output is 409 reliable. In particular, the number of turn splitter neurons increases over time, whereas the 410 number of turn*phase splitter neurons decreases over time, suggesting representations become 411 less experience-specific over time. 412 We applied these same analyses to determine neuronal activity modulation according to 413 task variables to neuronal activity during the return arm epochs. Because this analysis is 414 performed in the same way, it can be used to indicate relative distinctiveness in the way neurons 415 code for overlapping spatial trajectories (central stem) as opposed to unique spatial locations 416 (return arms). Many cells displayed a calcium event bias for one arm over the other (place cells, 417 referred to here as "place splitters"), and many cells also showed selectivity for one task phase.
418
The proportions of place and phase splitter neurons on the return arms did not individually 419 change over time, though there was an increase in the number of cells which were active on the 420 return arms but did not show place or task phase selectivity (Supplementary Figure 3) . These 421 results show that changes in the representation of the task and environment are modulated by 422 memory load, which is low on the return arms and high in the central stem.
423
In summary, by demonstrating that the distribution of task variable responses among 424 single units is unstable, we show that representations for various task dimensions experienced in 425 the same spatial location and during a similar behavior are heterogeneously stable, with 426 divergent changes based on their coding of the behavioral context. 429 We next asked how these patterns of activity manifested in the activity state of CA1 as a 430 whole. This population analysis was designed to measure the similarity in the pattern of activity 431 among the population of neurons within and across recording sessions. We computed Spearman 432 correlations for the activity in each spatial bin from the start of the stem to the choice point for a 433 given trial type using the calcium event likelihood for each trial type of all cells present in the 434 session pair (Figure 3a) (see Methods). We generated three sets of correlations: 1) trials of the 435 same turn direction and task phase (within-condition; e.g. Study-Left vs. Study-Left), 2) trials of 436 different turn directions (Left vs. Right, abbreviated as LvR), and 3) trials of different task 437 phases (Study vs. Test, abbreviated as SvT). 438 We found a stable ensemble activity pattern when examining the population vector 439 correlations for trials occurring on the same day. Activity states for trials of the same type were 440 significantly more correlated than those both for trials of different direction and trials of different 441 task phase, showing a discrimination in the ensemble-level code for different trial types (see 442 Supplementary data table 2 for detailed statistics) As shown in Figure 3b , the correlations 443 between trials of the same type did not change across spatial bins (rho=0. 045, p=0.116; 444 Spearman rank correlation). In contrast, activity states for left and right trials grew more 445 decorrelated as animals approached the choice point (rho=-0.678, p=4.946e-83), and study and 446 test trials were most discriminable at the start of the stem (rho=0.332, p=4.418e-17). The 447 correlation change along the stem follows the center-of-mass distribution for splitter cell firing 448 fields (Figure 2c) . This pattern of correlations across spatial bins was stable over the course of 449 recordings (all rho absolute value < 0.313, all p > 0.056; Spearman rank correlation of 2-bin 450 mean for each type of population vector correlation value against recording day number)
Population-level separation of task dimensions is stable over experience
451
(Examples for bins 1-2 and 7-8 in Figure 3c-d) . This result demonstrates that, in spite of the 452 changing distribution of single-neuron encoding properties (Figure 1d) , the population-level 453 distinction between activity states (Figure 3b) and its relationship to spatial position is stable 454 over time (Figure 3c-d) . 455 We next assessed the correlations within and between trial types for trials on different 456 days. It may be expected that population activity states would diverge with respect to time (i.e., 457 become less correlated) due to cell replacement and changes in the splitter neuron distribution 458 (Figure 2) . To assess this, we examined the mean population vector correlations at the beginning 459 and end of the stem between sessions recorded 1 to 16 days apart. We observed that all three 460 types of correlations significantly decreased with increasing day lag at both ends of the stem, 461 (Figure 3e-f ). However, even as correlations decreased, LvR and SvT correlations were 462 significantly lower than those between trials of the same type for at least a week between 463 sessions and in many cases longer (see detailed statistics in Supplementary Data Table 3,4) . 464 These results show that constant cell turnover minimally impacts the ability of the population to 465 represent different experiences of the same space over many days of recording and that this 466 representational structure is preserved over time. However, the extent to which the population 467 distinguishes between task dimensions depends on the dimensions being compared, the animals' 
Evolution of single-unit to responses is attributable to changing distribution of new cell
471 activity types 472 We next assessed the origin of the changes in the distribution of splitter neuron types 473 over time. There are several possible sources of change in the splitter neuron distribution: 474 different splitter neuron types could be persistently active for different amounts of time before 475 becoming silent (variable stability); neurons could change their splitter type (splitter type 476 transition); or previously silent neurons could be preferentially allocated to certain splitter types 477 (unequal allocation of newly active cells). We found no evidence of variable stability: cells were 478 equally likely to stay active in later recording days regardless of splitting type (all p>0.05,
479
Wilcoxon rank-sum test between each pair of splitting phenotypes at each day lag) (Figure 4a) . 480 We next tracked the history of all cells to determine the origin or "source" of each splitter 481 neuron in the preceding session. For each splitter neuron from the second included session 482 onwards, we tracked whether that cell was a splitter neuron of any type in the preceding session 483 or was inactive (neurons below the activity threshold or undetected by our ROI extraction 484 algorithm). We found that previously inactive cells were the largest source category to all types 485 of splitter neurons in 85.39% of recording sessions, and contributed an average of 55.37% of 486 splitter neurons per session (Figure 4b) . Turn*phase splitter neurons were the second largest 487 category contributor to splitter neurons of all types, contributing on average 22.83% of all splitter 488 neurons. In addition to showing the immediate integration of newly active cells into the coding slower refinement of existing memory representations by finding statistical regularities; both of 562 these processes likely involve regions outside the hippocampus (Ghosh & Gilboa, 2013; Koster 563 et al., 2018; Lewis, Knoblich, & Poe, 2018) . This distinction suggests that it is more appropriate 564 for our work to be framed in terms of long-term mechanisms of memory stability, rather than 565 those which are relevant to shaping the initial learning and encoding process.
566
Divergent expectations for short and long-term memory organization are apparent when 567 comparing our results to a previous report which employed a similar task to ours in which human Figure 3,4) . However, unlike Chanales and colleagues, we did not observe a 576 population-level increase in discriminability of overlapping segments, which could be explained 577 by the fact that their study was conducted in a single session while ours ran for multiple weeks.
578
Prior studies have attributed a working memory role to the hippocampus in DNMP and 579 other alternation tasks. Working memory accounts propose that on short, behaviorally relevant 580 timescales the hippocampus maintains a representation of the previous trial to inform future 581 behavior. This interpretation was prompted by findings that hippocampal lesions produce 582 performance deficits in alternation tasks which involve a delay (Hampson et al. 1999; 583 Dudchenko et al. 2000) and by correspondence between during delay period neural activity and 584 25 upcoming turn directions (Deadwyler et al. 1996) . However, alternation tasks cannot distinguish 585 between prospective and retrospective coding (see Frank et al. 2000) , meaning delay and central 586 stem activity could represent a previous trial or upcoming trajectory. 587 We suggest instead that continued involvement of the hippocampus in distinctly 588 representing overlapping spatial trajectories may be appropriate for self-localization within an 589 existing spatial memory map (Redish & Touretztky, 1998) . It was previously assumed that task 590 splitter neurons reflected respective encoding and retrieval demands for Study and Test trials 591 (Griffin et al. 2007 ); the self-localization interpretation suggests instead that task phase splitters 592 instead encode immediate history of the stem traversal, whether the current trial began by being 593 placed in the maze by the experimenter (Study) or being released from the delay area (Test).
594
Self-localization assumes neither that the animals are sensitive to our conception of the task nor 595 that encoding and retrieval "modes" be expressed as measurably different patterns of activity in 596 CA1. The lack of neurons that code exclusively for Task Phase on the return arms 597 (Supplementary Figure 3) , where the trial-start behavioral cue is less salient, is consistent with 598 this hypothesis. The strictest interpretation of task phase splitting as self-localization suggests it 599 acts as a code to distinguish slightly different routes to the same reward destination (Grieves et 600 al. 2016). Task phase splitting (Figure 2) and delay period splitting (Deadwyler et al. 1996) 601 could together contribute to self-localization within a cognitive map of the task that links longer 602 sequences of events through the maze, wherein overlapping trajectories begin on the central 603 stem, pass down one side arm, linger in the delay area, and then pass again through the stem and 604 onto the other side arm (Hasselmo, 2008) . Task phase splitting on the central stem is similar to 605 many other findings of context-dependent place-cell activity (Ferbinteanu & Shapiro, 2003; 606 Frank et al., 2000; Hasselmo, 2008; Sun, Yang, Martin, & Tonegawa, 2019) . Disambiguating the 607 26 working-memory and self-localization accounts of splitter neuron activity will require designing 608 tasks that use behavioral and spatial cues that are consistent across distinct but overlapping 609 behaviors.
610
Our results here show that the stability of hippocampal representations is heterogeneous, 611 displaying different rates of change in task-relevant activity across cognitive demands, maze 612 locations, and levels of analysis. These changes are largely attributable to cells' changes in the 613 allocation of newly active cells among task-modulated activity types, as well as individual cells' 614 transitioning from coding both task dimensions to just coding for one. Together, the results 615 suggest that reorganization of memory representations actively reshapes hippocampal memories.
616
Future studies should seek to clarify the behavioral parameters which predict the rate of cell 617 replacement, the allocation of newly active cells, and the cellular and network mechanisms 618 which mediate them. 36   808  809  810  811  812  813  814  815  816  817  818  819  820  821  822  823  824  825  826  827  828  829  830  831  832  833  834  835  836  837  838  839 840 841 842 Figure 1 . A, Task outline: each trial has a Study and Test Phase, separated by a 20-second delay. Each trial is followed by a 15-25s inter-trial interval in the mouse's home cage, adjacent to the alternation maze (not shown). B, Performance of individual mice (separate colors) over all days of recording. Only sessions with performance above 70% were included, excluded sessions are marked in red. C, Example viral expression and lens placement in dorsal CA1. Green is GCaMP6f-EYFP, blue is DAPI. D, Top: Activity maps for one cell (a turn splitter neuron; see Figure 2 ) over five days of recording. Each plot represents the average activity map for one task condition combination, ordered clockwise from top-left: Study-Left, Study-Right, Test-Right, Test-Left. In each plot, the black trace is the animal's recorded position, and colored dots indicate frames where the cell was active. Dots are colored based on the local event likelihood, normalized by local occupancy, where red is the highest event likelihood within that day and blue is the lowest. Bottom: Cell ROI masks for that recording day. Cell of interest is colored in green, and indicated with red arrow on first day shown. Masks were aligned across days based on relative positions of cells and cells were aligned based on the distance between cell centers and correlation of masks (see Methods). E, Same as D but for a cell with an activity field on one return arm. 3 . A, Method for making population vector correlations. B, Population vector correlations between trials of the same turn direction and task phase (gray), different turn directions (red) and different task phases(blue). Correlations in this panel B are generated from trials that occur on the same day. Shaded patch indicates 95% of points for the indicated correlation type in that spatial bin, trend line indicates mean. Statistic: Wilcoxon ranksum test on all points for these groups. C,D, Mean correlation for pairs of spatial bins over the course of recordings. Thin lines indicate individual animals' correlations, bold lines are best fit regression. Statistic: Spearman rank correlation on points from all recording days. E,F, Correlations between trials on separate recording days for indicated pairs of spatial bins. See text and supplementary data tables for statistics. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001 *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
